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ABSTRACT

Results obtained from experiments utilizing high power ICRF (ion cy-
clotron range of frequency) heating to stabilize sawtooth oscillations on
TFTR are reviewed. The key observations include existence of a minimum
ICRF power required to achieve stabilization, a dependence of the stabili-
zation threshold on the relative size of the ICRF power deposition profile
to the q-1 volume, and a peaking of the equilibrium pressure and current
profiles during sawtooth-free phases of the discharges. In addition, pre-

" liminary measurements of the poloidal magnetic field profile indicate
that q on axis decreases to a value of 0.55+0.15 after a sawtooth-stabi-
lized period of ~0.5 sec has transpired. The results are discussed in the
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context of theory, which suggests that the fast ions produced by the ICRF
heating suppress sawteeth by stabilizing the m-1 MHD instabilities be-
lieved to be the trigger for the sawtooth oscillations. Though qualitative
agreement is found between the observations and the theory, further re.,
finement of the theory coupled with more accurate measurements of ex-
perimental profiles will be required in order to complete quantitative .
comparisons.



I. INTRODUCTION
J

I

The sawtooth instability, first observed on the PLT tokamak by von
1

Goeleret al. in 1974 , adversely effects the performance of ali tokamaks
by periodically causing large scale transport in the plasma core. The
repetitive flattening of the core region limits the peak temperatures, den-
sities and fusion reactivity, Q, which can be achieved. During high power
ICRF (ion cyclotron range of frequency) heating experiments on PL1, giant
sawtooth oscillations led to a 30% modulation of the central electron and

ion temperatures =, an observation which was later confirmed by experi-

mentsonJET 3. Recently, the onset of sawtooth activity in TFTR at
high plasma currents (I ;_ 1.8 MA) has degraded the performance of highP

4
power neutral beam injection heated supershot plasmas . Since the

equivalent QDT achieved in supershots on TFTR is maximized at high plas-
4

ma currents , an effective means of preventing sawteeth on TFTR in thist,

regime is highly desirable. More generally, stabilization of sawtooth
oscillations in the nearly ignited plasmas achievable in existing tokamaks

- and ultimately in tokamak fusion reactors may possibly lead to a more op-
timum performance of these devices.

Though numerous studies have been made to determine the exact nature
and the dynamics of the sawtooth oscillation, controversy still remains in

5
explaining the phenomenon . One model that has gained wide acceptance
is the Kadomstev model, in which the oscillations are initiated as the re-

sult of the growth of an unstable m-n=1 MHD mode when q(r) drops below

1 in the plasma 6. The application of RF heating power in various frequen-
cy regimes has been found to suppress sawtooth oscillations. Such stabi-

7.
lization was first observed on T-10 tokamak in experiments using ECRF
(electron cyclotron range of frequency) heating, a result which has since

" been confirmed on other devices 8"1 2. The stabilization was most effec-

tive when the ECRF heating was applied near the q=l layer on the high
• field side of the magnetic axis. lt is believed that modification of the

local shear near the q=l layer due to the ECRF heating suppresses the
onset of the m=n-1 internal kink mode. Sawtooth stabilization (SST) has



also been observed during lower hybrid wave current drive (LHCD) experi-

ments on the PLT 13 , PETULA14 and JT-6015 tokamaks, lt has been pro-
posed that the RF driven current broadened the current profile sufficiently
so that q(r) greater than 1 was maintained during the heating pulse, there-
by preventing the occurrence of m--n--1 MHD modes. Finally, sawtooth sta-
bilization using ICRF minority species heating was first observed on

JET16 and subsequently verified on TFTR 17. ICRF minority heating leads
to the creation of an energetic, anisotropic ion population in the plasma.

lt has been suggested 18"21 that the perpendicular pressure exerted by
these energetic ions on the plasma suppresses the m 1 internal kink in-
stabilities which are thought to trigger the sawtooth instability.

An objective of the TFTR research program is to explore the hot ion
stabilization regime, particularly at high densities, to determine if it can
be successfully utilized to maximize plasma performance during the D-T
operations phase on TFTR and ultimately in the future generations of toka-
mak devices. Experimental studies combined with theoretical analyses
are being pursued in order to test the proposal that the stabilization is
due to the presence of the hot ions as well as to develop a quantitative
understanding of the phenomenon. In this paper, the key experimental
observations on sawtooth stabilization in TFTR will be reviewed in Sec. II

and discussed in the context of the existing theoretical model 18"21 in
Sec. II1. A summary and concluding remarks are presented in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Observations of the ICRF sawtooth stabilization phenomenon in TFTR to

date are comparable to those reported by JET 16. Stabilization has been

observed in both deuterium (D) and helium-4 (4He) majority plasmas with
minority hydrogen (H) heating, and in D majority plasmas with minority

helium-3 (3He) heating in conjunction with deuterium neutral beam injec-
tion (NBI) heating. The stabilized phase has been maintained for as long as

P

five or six energy confinement times, which are typically in the range of
200-250 msecs in the ICRF heating experiments In some cases, the sta-
bilization persists past the end of the ICRF heating pulse for time inter-
vals on the order of the hot ion slowing down time. In other cases, giant
sawteeth reoccur in the plasma prior to the end of the ICRF pulse. A par-



ticular example of an ICRF sawtooth stabilized discharge in TFTR is shown
in Fig. 1. In this case, the stabilized phase terminated with a large saw-
tooth crash prior to the end of the RF pulse. For comparison purposes, the,=

electron temperature profiles are given at the top and bottom of a saw-
tooth in the OH phase and at the end of stabilized phase. During the stabi-

" lized pha_e, the electron temperature evolved into a significantly hotter
and more peaked profile than in the corresponding OH phase. The electron
temperature inversion radius at the crasll of the stabilized phase is con-
siderably larger than in the OH crash, indicating that the current profile
has also steepened, consistent with the evolution of the electron temper-.
ature profile. The same increase in the sawtooth inversion radius was ob-
served over a wide range of plasma currents, as shown in Fig. 2. At each
of the plasma currents examined, the largest final inversion radii, and by
inference, the largest final q=l volumes, were found in those dischargesi_
in which the stabilized phase persisted for the longest period of time. i_

J
!

Experimentally it has been found that a power threshold exists beloW
which ICRF stabilization of the sawteeth is not observed. For H minority!
heating experiments, the threshold power in TFTR is about 2.2 MW with D

4
majority plasmas and about 3.5 MW with He majority plasmas.

. Furthermore, it has been found that stabilization is achieved most readilyl_'
with on-axis heating when the ICRF power deposition profile is well-il
peaked within the q=l volume. In particular, in D-(H) heating experiments f)
in which the ICRF power was held constant at about the threshold power,li
2.2 MW, stabilization was observed only when the resonance layer was Io..i
cated at the magnetic axis, as shown in Fig. 3. The threshold power for
stabilization was also found to be dependent on the plasma current, as in-

dicated in Fig. 4. For on-axis heating experiments in 4He-(H) plasma s ,
stabilization was achieved with approximately 3.5 MW of ICRF power atia

plasma current of 1.4 MA, while no stabilization was observed up to t_'Ie

maximum available power of about 6 MW at a lower plasma current, 1t2
MA. /

ICRF heating in TFTR induces a small toroidal plasma rotation relativei

to the OH phase in the direction counter to the equilibrium plasma current.
The rotation is measured with the horizontally viewing x-ray crystal de-

- 22
tector. This effect has also been observed on JET . The magnitude of the
rotation Coes not appear to change when sawtooth stabilization occui's.
An example showing the time dependence of the induced toroidal rotatiion

5
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speed is given in Fig. 5. In this example, sawtooth stabilization was
achieved near the end of thelCRFpulse. The time evolution of the rotation
is qualitatively the same in discharges in which no stabilization is found.

i,

The stabilized phase terminates with a very rapid growth of the m-1

island, culminating in an extremely rapid and spatially extensive sawtooth
crash. In Figs. 6a and 6b, a typical OH sawtooth crash is compared to the
crash that occurs when ICRF stabilization is lost. The electron tempera-
ture contours determined from the electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
measurements obtained with a grating polychrometer, are displayed for
the same time interval and over the same spatial scale for the two events.
The OH sawtooth is preceded by m-1 oscillations which are clearly visible
for a few milliseconds prior to the crash phase. For this event, the crash
is completed in about 100 I_secs. In the stabilized discharge, no m=l pre-
cursors are visible on the ECE contours. However, accorcling to data from
the 2D x-ray viewing system, an m-1 mode is detectable at about 10
times the noise level for about 50 p.secs prior to the kink-like event which
terminates the stabilized phase. Because of the small toroidal rotation
speed in these discharges, as indicated in Fig. 5 above, the plasma does
not rotate appreciably in the 50 _sec period in which the m-1 mode is
present, thereby rendering it undetectable by the ECE system. The
sawtooth crash in this case occurs in about 25 l_secs. While OH and giant

sawteeth can have crash phases which range from 40 I_secs to a few
milliseconds in time, the stabilized phase is always observed to
terminate with a very rapid crash time, as shown in this example.

Preliminary measurements of the q profile have been obtained at the
end of a stabilized phase in collaboration with MIT using lithium (Li) pel-

23
_et injection . The technique involves measuring the spatial profile of

the poloidal magnetic field (Bp) by observing the orientation ef the pellet
ablatant emission cloud. Since the ions are confined by the equilibrium
magnetic field, a cigar-shaped emission region forms around the pellet
which is orientated along the direction of the total magnetic field. A qr

profile is inferred by combining the internal magnetic field profile with
external magnetics data and iteratively solving the Grad-Shafranov equa-
tion to find a least-squares fit to the equilibrium. The equilibrium fits

are obtained using the TokaMac code, written by M. Maue124. In the •
TokaMac code, it is assumed that the equilibrium pressure profile, p(_),



and the flux function, RBT(_), where _ is the radial coordinate of the flux

surface, can be represented by low-order polynomials. Figure 7 shows the
- measured poloidal magnetic field profile for a D-(H) plasma that was sta-

bilized with 3 MW of ICRF power. The profile was obtained about 450
msecs after the beginning of the sawtooth-free phase of the discharge.
Two Li pellets were injected into the plasma 5 msecs apart in time; the
profile was obtained from the emission cloud of the second pellet. In this
case, the pellet penetrated beyond the magnetic axis o_'the discharge. The
location where the measured poloidal magnetic field goes to zero, at about
R~2.83+0.02 m, agrees well with the location of the magnetic axis, at
about R~2.82 m, as deduced from a fit to the electron pressure profile.

For the measured Bp profile, the best fit obtained for the q profile is

shown in Fig. 8. The inferred value of q on axis is 0.55:1:0.15 . This low
value for q(0) es consistent with the observed peaking of the electron
temperature profiles, as shown above in Fig. 1, withthe current profile
peaking inferred on the basis of Fig. 2, as well as with TRANSP calcula-
tions of the current evolution in a similar discharge, as shown below in
Fig. 9. Low values for q(0) during ICRF stabilized discharges, as deduced
from polarimetry measurements, have been reported as well by the JET

25
team .

A number of inferences can be made on the basis of these observations.

First of all, the occurrence of sawteeth can be avoided if ICRF heating is
utilized to produce a population of sufficiently energetic ions which are
spatially localized within the q=l volume of the tokamak. The ease with
which the stabilization can be achieved or maintained is dependent on the
amount of ICRF power applied to the plasma, on the location of the ICRF
resonance layer, and on the size of theq-1 volume. Second, by preventing
the occurrence of sawteeth, the electron temperature is allowed to evolve
to a highly peaked profile, due to the centralized nature of the applied
ICRF heating. Finally, during the sawtooth-free phase of the discharge,
current evolution, which proceeds on the relatively long magnetic diffu-
sion time scale, leads to a highly peaked equilibrium current profi!_ and a

( corresponding low value for q on axis. In the next section, these tre_,ds
will be discussed in the context of a theoretical explanation of the phe-
nomenon.

I
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III. COMPARISONS TO A THEORETICAL MODEL

Though some of the original theoretical studies of the effects of an en-
,w

ergetic trapped ion species on a tokamak plasma 26'27 were concerned
with the onset of fishbone instabilities observed during NBI heating ex-

w

perimentsin PDX28, a closer examination of thethAory 18"21 showed that
the same formalism could be used to explain the sawtooth stabilization

observed during ICRF heating experiments on JET 16 andTFTR 17. The ef- i
fect of the energetic trapped ions on the MHD stability of the plasma are
described using a variational formulation in which the plasma is consid-
ered to consist of a warm, background component governed by MHD theory
plus a hot perturbation component treated with a gyrokinetic

formalism18-21,26,27. In the ideal limit, the m=l internal mode disper-
sion relation, modified by the presence of the hot ions, can be written as '

5we+ 6Wk-iLo)r ¢°")J'r21= 0 , (1)
(.OA

where 8Wc is the contribution from the bulk plasma, 5Wk is the kinetic .,

contribution from the fast ions, mA is the shear Alfven frequency, oo,i is

the thermal ion diamagnetic frequency, and cois the mode frequency. The

bulk term can be written in terms of the ideal growth rate as -_/i/m A . As-

suming that the energetic trapped minority tail ions can be described by
an equivalent Maxwellian distribution function and tha_ the equilibrium
can be modeled with circular flux surfaces in the low beta limit, then the

dispersion relation (1) can be written in the form:

^ / ,)71 + i[ _ (Q- _r_,i)]1/2 --- A L g(.Q) , (:2)
rh/ P rl

where the constant A and the function g(_) depends on the exact form of

the hot particle distribution functiop, fh' r l is the q=l radius, r h is the
II

effective gradient scale length for the hot particle perpendicular
pressure, P.Lh, within the q=l volume,



! t"1,-IaP±h (3)
rh=" P_.h ar r,

" P rl is the normalized beta-poloidal for the hot ions averaged over the

q=l volume,

rl

__A2 rdr P.Lh (4)
<_ph>rl = El _D rl Bp/8_

2

Et is the inverse aspect ratio evaluated at the q=l surface, Q = oYooD , Q*i

= co,i / coD, and coD is the bounce-averaged hot ion drift frequency, averaged

over the hot particle distribution function. For deeply trapped ions, o_Dis

given by"

. , (5)
rl Rco f,

where E is the hot ion energy, m is the hot ion mass, R is the major radius,

OOcis the hot ion cyclotron frequency, and _""/_fh denotes a velocity

space average over the hot particle distribution function.

The experimental observations described in the previous section are
qualitatively consistent with certain features of the hot ion stabilization

theory outlined above. By analyzing 18"21 the modified dispersion relation
for the m-1 modes given in Eq. (1), the energetic minority ion species
were found to have a stabilizing influence only if the effective

temperature, Th, of the minority ions was much larger than that of the

bulk ions, T i, i.e.,

T I 2

T'--h~ O(¢) . (6)



29
According to the simple Stix modol , the minority ion temperature is de-
termined by the volume-averaged ICRF power density applied to the

plasma, <PRF> as well as by the density of the minority species, nmin, and
e

the hot ion slowing down time, _slow

.T.-- . (7)
3 nmin

From this expression, it is easy to see that for a given target plasma, that
the minority ions will be heated to a _sufficiently high temperature to
achieve stabilization of the m=l modes only if enough ICRF power is ap-
plied. Indeed, a power threshold for sawtooth stabilization has been ob-
served in the experiments, as shown previously in Figs. 3 and 4. The ther-
mal ion temperature was typically between 3 and 6 keV in the TFTR exper-
iments, while the minority tail temperature was typically between 0.3
and 1 MeV.

A second prediction of the theoretical model is that stabilization is
more effective if the hot ion pressure profile is well-peaked within the
q=l volume. This can be seen by noting that the kinetic contribution to the

dispersion relation, 5Wk, scales as rl/r h. In the TFTR experiments, the

best results were obtained wlth on-axis heating, as indicated in Fig. 3.

This dependence of 8Wk on rl/r h is also consistent with the observation

that stabilization is more difficult at lower plasma currents, as shown in
Fig. 4. The q=l radius in the OH target plasma scales linearly with the
plasma current. In Fig. 10, the relative locations of the q=l radii for 1.2
and 1.4 MA are shown on a typical hot ion pressure profile that is calcu-
lated for the TFTR cases of Fig. 4. The kinetic stabilizing term is smaller

for 1.2 MA, since r1 is smaller and the effective hot ion pressure gradi6nt,

rh, withinthe q=l volume is larger. Hence, the observation that stabiliza-

tion was not achieved at 1.2 MA but was at 1.4 MA , as shown in Fig.4, is
consistent with the ICRF power deposition profile extending beyond the
q=l radius at the smaller current. Though the JET experiments also found o

21
that the longest stablized periods were obtained with on-axis heating ,
the dependence at low plasma currents was not seen since the ICRF power

10



deposition profiles on JET are always well-contained within the q=l vol-
21

ume .

Another prediction that can be made on the basis of the modified di_,-
persion relation is that stabilization should become more difficult for a

" fixed ICRF power deposition profile as the q=l surface expands as a result
21

of magnetic diffusion during sawtooth-free operation . In principle,

stabilization is obtained when the growth rate, yi, of the m=l mode due to

the contribut=ons of the bulk plasma is reduced to zero by the kinetic sta,

bilizing influence of the hot ions, 8Wk. According to the analytic esti-

mates of E}ussac et al. 30, the ideal growth rate scales with r1 as"

2 2 2

YI- ¢1 (13p- 13pc) (8)

2
where _pc depends on the particular equilibrium pressure and current

profiles of the tokamak. The Kinetic contribution, 8Wk, scales with r 1 and

, with the total perpendicular energy content, W.Lh, in the minority ions as'

W'Lh (9)
8Wk- ¢l<_ph>r 1 r 1 '

where the hot particle beta scales like W.Lh/V 1, with V 1 denoting the q=l

volume. For a fixed power deposition profile in aquasistatic equilibrium,

i the minority energy content, W.Lh, will remain roughly constant. However _,

as the q=l radius expands, the energy needed to stabilize the m=l oscilla-
3

tions will increase as r 1 , according to Eqs. (8) and (9). Hence, it is an-

ticipated that the stabilizing influence of the hot ions will decrease in
- time as the current profile evolves and eventually sawteeth will reoccur

in the discharge. Consistent with this thesis is the observation that giant
, sawteeth reoccur in some of the sawtooth-stabilized discharges on TFTR

prior to the cessation of the ICRF heating pulse, an example of which is
shown in Fig. 1.

11
m
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Quantitative comparisons between the theoretical predictions and the
experimental observations are difficult due to simplifications in the mod- '4

elsas well as uncertainties in the data. Theory predicts that a stable op-
erating regime exists that depends on the hot ion beta. The stable regime

is roughly triangular in shape when plotted in 71 - <_ph) space, as depicted
i

in Fig. !1. For sufficiently high minority ion betas, stabilization of the
ideal m=l internal kink mode, and by inference, sawtooth oscillations, is
achieved. However, if the minority beta reaches sufficiently high values,
then instability returns in the guise of fishbone oscillations. In Fig. 12,
data points from ICRF sawtooth stabilized discharges on TFTR are com-
pared to a theoretical estimate of the stability triangle. The ideal kink
growth rates for the data points were numerically determined using the

ARES MHD stability code31. The equilibrium pressure and current profiles
as well asthe hot minority pressure profile used in the analysis were ob-

tained directly from measurements or else deduced with SNAP 32 or

TRANSP33 analyses of the discharges. Depending on the assumptions made
concerning the detailed velocity and configuration space dependence of the
hot ion pressure profile as well as the equilibrium pressure and current

profiles, factors of two changes in the actual posi_i:_ning of the stability
triangle are easily found. For this reason, the triangular boundary is
shown cross-hatched in Fig. 12. Similarly, the hot ion betas shown in the
diagram are also uncertain, because the actual hot ion pressure profile is
not directly measured. Hence, though consistency is found between the
experimental measurements and the theoretically determined stable oper-
ating regime, quantitative confirmation of the theory remains elusive.

A final piece of evidence in support of the proposed hot ion stabiliza-
tion theory is found by reconsidering the ICRF heating experiments which

were conducted on the PLT tokamak 2. In these experiments, sawtooth
stabilization was not observed, even for coupled ICRF power levels up to
4.3 MW, though in some experiments the sawtooth period was observed to

lengthen as the ICRF power was increased 34. The reason why stabiliza-
tion was not achieved can perhaps be found by examining the ICRF power
deposition profiles obtained in these experiments. In Fig. 13, the time
evolution of the measured central electron and ion temperatures for a D-
3

(He) heating experiment in PLT with 2.6 MW are compared with a simula-

12



35
tion obtained with the WHIST/RAZE predictive transport code . The
corresponding ICRF power deposition profiles to the ions and the electrons

. at the bottom of a sawtooth crash are di,_played in Fig. 14 . The _power
deposition profiles at other times are only slightly peaked relative to the
profiles shown in Fig. 14. Excellent agreement is found between the pre-

" 3
dicted amount of ICRF power going to the electrons, 1.5 W/cm , and the

measured amount 2 1 3 W/cm 3 determined from the initial rate of rise of, • t

the central electron temperature immediately following3 a sawtooth event.
In this experiment, the sawtooth period was about 10 msecs while the
fast ion slowing down time was on the order of 100 msecs. Because of
the frequent periodic flattening of the plasma core temperatures due to
the sawtooth oscillations, the fast ion distribution function never had a
sufficient amount of time to evolve to a centrally peaked profile with a
high effective temperature. Hence, the lack of sawtooth stabilization in
the PLT experiments can be attributed to a minority ion beta profile which

remained flat within the q--1 volume (so that rh tended towards infinity)

and which was not sufficiently hot to completely suppress m=l internal
" kink modes.

, IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Sawtooth stabilization has been observed on TFTR with the application
of high power ICRF heating in both gas-fueled and neutral beam fueled dis-
charges. The observations are compatible with those reported by

JET16, 21 Stabilization has been seen in D-(H) D-(3He) and4He-(H) mi-
nority heating experiments. A threshold power for achieving stabilization
has been noted that depends on the equilibrium plasma current, on the de-
tails of the ICRF power deposition profile, and on the majority ion species.
ICRF-induced toroidal plasma rotation remains small and unaffected by
the onset of sawtooth-free operation. During the stabilized phase, the
equilibrium pressure profile becomes more peaked due to the central
focalization of the ICRF heating. The inversion radius measured at the end
of the stabilized phase is significantly larger than the inversion radius of
the last sawtooth prior to the onset of stabilization. The increase in the
inversion radius implies that current evolution during the sawtooth-free

"_ period results in a more peaked equilibrium current profile. Preliminary
measurements of the equilibrium poloidal magnetic field profile using Li
pellet injection indicate that the value of q on axis is in the range of 0.4-

4_
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0.7 after a significantly long sawtooth-free period has transpired. These
results are consistent with TRANSP simulations of the current evolution
in an ICRF sawtooth stabilized discharge. A very rapid and spatially ex-
tensive sawtooth crash always occurs at the end of a stabilized phase of

operation. Prior to the start of the crash phase, which typically lasts
about 25 i_secs, an m=l distortion of the equilibrium geometry exists at a

very low amplitude for a brief time period, on the order of 50 _secs.
,.

18-
The experimental observations qualitatively support the proposal

21 that the stabilization of the m=l internal kink modes, thought to trig-

ger the sawtooth instability, can be attributed to the perpendicular pres-
sure exerted by the hot trapped minority ions created with the ICRF heat-
ing. Various predictions of the theory are consistent with trends noted in
the experiments. In particular, the existence of a power threshold is con-
sistent with the theoreti_al requirement that the minority ion beta be
sufficiently hot to stabilize the ideal m=l modes. The dependence of the
power threshold on plasma current, the loss of stabilization as the q=l
v,_lume increases, and the observation that stabilization is achieved most

readily with on-axis heating are ali consistent with the theoretical con-
clusion that the stabilizing influence of the hot ions scales with the ratio

rl/r h, where r1 !s the q=l radius and rh is the gradient scale length of the

hot ion pressure profile within the q=l volume. However, quantitative
confirmation of the theory remains elusive, due to simplifications in the
models as well as uncertainties in the experimental measurements. Much
of the uncertainty can be attributed to the treatment of the hot ion pres-
sure profile. The analytic dispersion relation used for the comparisons in
this paper was derived using the assumption that the hot ion distribution
function can be represented using an equivalent Maxwellian characterized
by the effective temperature of the energetic tail ions. Improvements to
the modeling are needed to include effects related to velocity space

anisotropy as well as large banana width effects 21. Furthermore, the an-
alytic estimate of the kinetic contribution to the dispersion relation was
also constructed assuming a low beta tokamak equilibrium with circular
Tlux surfaces. More precise estimates of the stable operating regime will

require the use of a numerical code, such as NOVA-K 20 to address some9 v

of these issues. Finally, more accurate measurements of the equilibrium .
profiles and of the hot ion distribution function are also required in order
to test the theory more rigorously.

14



In conclusion, stabiiization of sawteeth using ICRF heating represents
a promising method of enhancing the performance of tokamak plasmas,

• particularly in the reactor regime. Experiments are in progress on TFTR to
determine if it is possible to use the method to extend the operation of

. NBI driven supershot plasmas to the high plasma current regime. In super-
I I

shot plasmas on TFTR, the highest equivaeent QDT s and highest 13(_sare

obtained at the highest plasma currents 4. At plasma currents below 1.8
MA, sawtooth-free operation is achieved in the supershots with NBI heat-
ing alone. However, above 1.8 MA, the onset of sawteeth has effectively

spoiled the performance of these plasmas 4. Initial results from experi-
ments in which supershot,like plasmas with high plasma current, 2.0 MA,
and moderate NBI heating power, 11 MW, were subjected to an additional
3 MW of ICRF heating are encouraging. In Fig. 15, the time evolutions of
two companion shots, with and without the ICRF heating, are displayed. In
the plasma heated with NBI only, a single large sawtooth event occurred
midway through the heating pulse. The addition of the ICRF heating in the

. companion shot delayed the onset of the sawtooth until the end of the ICRF
heating pulse. With the upgrade of the ICRF heating system to 12.5 MW in
the spring of 1992, the experiments will be repeated with the full NBI
heating power (~33 MW) available on TFTR in order to determine the oper-
ating scenarios which will lead to the maximum fusion output and highest
alpha particle beta when D-T operations are begun on TFTR in 1993.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
d

Fig. 1 The time evolution of the central electron temperature in an ICRF
sawtooth stabilized discharge in TFTR is shown in (a). The radial pro-
files at the top and bottom of a sawtooth event are shown in (b) for the
OH phase and in (c) at the end of the stabilized phase.

Fig. 2 The increase of the sawtooth inversion radius measured at the end
of the stabilized phase relative to the size in the OH phase in shown for
a number of discharges with different values of the equilibrium plasma
current.

Fig. 3 The longest sawtooth period observed in D-(H) heating experiments
is plotted as a function of the location of the ICRF resonance layer. The
ICRF power was approximately equal to the experimentally determined
threshold level for achieving sawtooth stabilization. Stabilization is
observed only with on-axis heating in these experiments. !

Fig. 4 The longest sawtooth period obtained as a function of the applied

ICRF heating power in 4He-(H) heating experiments is shown for two
different values of the equilibrium plasma current. The threshold power
for stabilizing is higher than the observed threshold in D-(H) heating ex.-
periments and is dependent on the value of the equilibrium plasma cur-
rent.

Fig. 5 The time evolution of the ICRF-inducedtoroidal rotation velocity is
given for a discharge which entered the stabilized regime shortly before
the termination of the ICRF heating pulse. The rotation speed, measured
relative to the OH phase, is in the direction counter to the equilibrium
current and remains small throughout the discharge.

Fig. 6 The ECE contours for an OH sawtooth event in (a) are compared to
the crash at the end of a sawtooth-stabilized phase in (b).

Fig. 7 The poloidal magnetic field profile measured with Li pellet injec-
tion in a D-(H) discharge stabilized with 3 MW of ICRF heating is dis-
played. In this example, the pellet penetrated beyond the magnetic axis
of the discharge.
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!

Fig. 8 The q profile corresponding to the poloidal magnetic field proflie
given in Fig. 7 is shown. The value of q(0) is in the range of 0.4-0.7,
with a best fir to the equilibrium obtained with q(0)~0.5.

Fig. 9 TRANSP calculations of the current evolution of a sawtooth-stabi-
, lized discharge, shown in (a), are consistent with q(0) dropping well-

below 1 during sawtooth-free periods of operation.

Fig. 10 The locations of the q=l radius in OH plasmas are shown relative
to a typical perpendicular pressure profile of the energetic trapped ions
created with ICRF heating in TFTR.

Fig. 11 The theoretically predicted sawtooth-stabilized operating regime

is drawn in 71-_ph space.

Fig. 12 The locations of ICRF-stabilized discharges on TFTR'are plotted
on the theoretical stability diagram. The direction of the arrow indi-
cates the time trajectory of a particular discharge through the stability

, diagram, as determined with TRANSP calculations of the hot ion pres-
, sure profile.

Fig. 13 Experimental measurements of the time evolution of the central

electron and ion temperatures in a PLT heating experiment 2 are com-
pared to a WHIST/RAZE simulation of the experiment.

Fig. 14 The calculated ICRF power deposition profiles to the ions and
electrons, are displayed at the bottom of a sawtooth crash for the PLT

. experiment shown in Fig. 13. The calculated rate'of electron heating is

in excellent agreement with the experimentally measured value 2.

Fig. 15 The time evolution of the central electron temperature in a super-
shot-like plasma created with 11 MW of NBI heating is compared to an
identical discharge in which an additional 3 MW of ICRF heating was ap-

, plied. The effect of the ICRF heating was to delay the onset of the saw-
tooth crash until the end of the ICRF heating pulse.

e)
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